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 EUROPE 

 July 2015 - Warsaw, Poland - Lufthansa plane in near miss with drone on Warsaw 
approach 

A Lufthansa plane nearly collided with a drone as it was 
approaching Warsaw's international airport in Poland, officials 
say. 

The incident happened on Monday afternoon (20th July 2015) with 
the drone coming within 300ft (100m) of the plane from Munich, 
Germany, an airport spokesman said. 

The crew of the Lufthansa Embraer ERJ-195 reported the near 
collision with the drone at 2,500ft (760m). 

Police are investigating the incident, the spokesman said. The Polish Air Navigation 
Services Agency, told Polish television that the pilots immediately reported the drone to air 
traffic controllers, who redirected the plane's path. The Embraer went on to make a safe 
landing about three minutes later. 

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-33605869  

 July 2015 - Schiphol airport, Netherlands - Man arrested for flying a drone at Schiphol 
airport 

A man was arrested for flying a drone close to a Schiphol runway. 
The man lost control of the drone and it crashed on the runway. The 
truck driver was given a 500 euro fine, NU reports. 

According to the police, the incident did not affect the air traffic and 
there was no immediate danger to airplane crew or passengers. 

http://www.nltimes.nl/2015/07/13/man-arrested-flying-drone-at-schiphol-airport/  
 

 June 2015 - Stockholm, Sweden - Drone stops Arlanda-Stockholm airport air traffic 

Air space around the Stockholm’s Arlanda airport, which is among the busiest in 
Scandinavia, was closed while authorities investigated a drone intrusion. 

No planes were allowed to take off or land at Arlanda airport for around 30 minutes. Some 
planes were left stationary while others were put on hold in the air.  

Flights resumed the following night and were operating as usual 24 hours later, while police 
continued to investigate the incident. 

http://www.thelocal.se/20150623/suspect-drone-stops-stockholm-air-traffic  

 May 2015 - Stockholm, Sweden - Drone shuts down Stockholm-Bromma airport 

For more than half an hour in May 2015, air traffic 
at Bromma came to a complete standstill after a 
person had flown a drone into the airspace 
reserved for the airport.  

Swedavia, the state-owned operator of the airport, 
immediately reported the incident to police which 
tracked the drone’s owner to a park some four 

kilometers away. It was not immediately clear whether the person had been arrested or not. 

According to Swedish law, a permit is required to operate a drone. It was the third time that 
such tiny remote-controlled aircraft prompted a Swedish airport to close its traffic. 

http://www.thelocal.se/20150509/drone-briefly-shuts-down-stockholm-airport  

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-33605869
http://www.nltimes.nl/2015/07/13/man-arrested-flying-drone-at-schiphol-airport/
http://www.thelocal.se/20150623/suspect-drone-stops-stockholm-air-traffic
http://www.thelocal.se/20150509/drone-briefly-shuts-down-stockholm-airport
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 March 2015 - Rushup Edge, UK - Paraglider’s life put at risk by a mini drone 

A paraglide pilot had been placed in peril by the operator of a quadcopter 
drone — a miniature helicopter powered by four rotor blades — who may 
have been committing a criminal offence, investigators concluded.  

The paraglider was “ridge soaring” above Rushup Edge in the Peak 
District on October 2 last year when the pilot saw the drone about 25ft 
above his canopy. When he changed direction the drone followed and 
appeared to be filming him.  

Investigators rated the incident as a category A — a near miss in which 
there was a “serious risk of collision”.  

http://www.thesundaytimes.co.uk/sto/news/uk_news/National/article1545932.ece  

 

 October 2014 - Essex, UK - Quadcopter ‘Deliberately Flown’ at Passenger Airliner 
(ATR72) 

An airliner came within just 80ft of colliding with a quadcopter after it was 
‘deliberately flown’ at the passenger plane as it flew over Essex, an 
official report reveals. 

The 74-seater airplane was travelling over Southend when the pilot 
spotted the remote-controlled quadcopter ‘very close’ to the right wing-tip. 

An investigation launched into the incident recorded the risk of collision 
as ‘high’, in what is believed to be the first ever near-miss between a passenger plane and a 
drone in the UK. 

Concluding its investigation, the UK Airprox Board said: ‘The board was content that the 
AT72 pilot had clearly seen the quadcopter but, unfortunately, there was too little information 
available to make a meaningful analysis of the occurrence or to accurately assess the risk. 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2808246/Quadcopter-drone-deliberately-flown-

passenger-airliner-Essex.html 

 

 July 2014 - Heathrow airport, UK - near miss of a drone with passenger plane 

An unidentified drone came close to hitting a plane as it landed at Heathrow, the Civil 
Aviation Authority (CAA) has confirmed. An Airbus A320 pilot reported seeing a helicopter-
style drone as the jet was 700 feet off the ground on its approach to the runway at 1416 
GMT on 22 July 2014.  

The UK Airprox Board (UKAB), which published findings of investigation in December 2014. 
The report said the pilot of an Airbus A320 spotted the drone, which failed to show up on air 
traffic control systems, at 2.16pm on 22 July while flying at an altitude of 700ft. Object 
passed about 20ft over the wing of the plane and appeared to be a radio-controlled 
helicopter.  

The report further said that the object did not strike the plane and the pilot was able to make 
a normal landing in the incident. It added however that it had been a distraction during a 
critical phase of the flight.  

The UKAB gave the incident an A rating - meaning that there had been “a serious risk of 
collision”. 

http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/dec/12/heathrow-plane-near-miss-drone  

 

http://www.thesundaytimes.co.uk/sto/news/uk_news/National/article1545932.ece
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2808246/Quadcopter-drone-deliberately-flown-passenger-airliner-Essex.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2808246/Quadcopter-drone-deliberately-flown-passenger-airliner-Essex.html
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/dec/12/heathrow-plane-near-miss-drone
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 NORTH & SOUTH AMERICAS 

 July 2015 - JFK, New York, USA - Drones sighted by pilots landing at JFK Airport  

Two airplanes flying near JFK Airport each came within 100 feet of a drone on Friday 31st 
July 2015, according to audio from each flight's radio calls. 

The first, JetBlue Flight 1834, reported spotting a drone at 2:24 p.m. while approaching John 
F. Kennedy International Airport, according to the Federal Aviation Administration. In the 
audio recording, the cockpit says that the drone passed just below the planes nose when the 
jet was flying at an altitude of about 800 to 900 feet. 

Then at about 5 p.m., Delta Flight 407 -- which had 154 people on board -- was preparing to 
land when the cockpit reported seeing a drone below its right wing. 

Neither plane needed to take evasive action, according to the FAA. 

http://www.wsj.com/articles/fbi-probes-drones-sighted-by-pilots-landing-at-jfk-airport-in-new-

york-city-1416511819 
 May 2015 - NY LaGuardia Airport, USA - passenger jet reports near-miss with drone  

On May 29, 2015, a commercial airliner narrowly missed colliding 
midair with a drone at 2,700 feet as it neared New York's 
LaGuardia Airport, just hours after a string of incidents involving 
lasers pointed at planes, according to federal officials. 

The pilot reportedly had to swerve upward over Brooklyn's Prospect 
Park in order to avoid the drone as the plane neared the airport. 
The flight crew of Shuttle America Flight 2708 reported climbing 
200 feet to avoid an unmanned aircraft while on finll approach to 
LaGuardia Airport at about 11 a.m. today," the FAA said.  

The plane later landed safely, and the Joint Terrorism Task Force is investigating the case. 

In New York, nearly the entire city is Class Bravo restricted airspace, meaning drones can't 
be flown above a few hundred feet. Drone, in this case, was flying at about 1,000 feet, 
according to the FAA. 

http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/us-passenger-jet-near-miss-drone-near-new-york-laguardia-airport-
1503553 
 

 January & May 2015 - Washington DC, USA - US needs laws to make drone use safer 

President Barack Obama says the wayward quadcopter that crashed on 
the White House grounds in January 2015 — flown by an off-duty 
intelligence employee — shows that the U.S. must take steps to ensure 
commercial and consumer drones are used safely.  

Another man tried to fly a remote-controlled aerial device over the White 
House fence, lifting off from a park north of 1600 Pennsylvania Ave. in 
May 2015.  

The incident came one day after the Federal Aviation Administration 
began a campaign to raise public awareness that D.C. and cities and 

towns within 15 miles of Washington-Reagan National Airport are a "no drone zone." 

http://www.pentictonherald.ca/business_news/national_business/article_e03245a6-4bbc-
5716-9c28-a295a78477bb.html  

 

 

http://www.wsj.com/articles/fbi-probes-drones-sighted-by-pilots-landing-at-jfk-airport-in-new-york-city-1416511819
http://www.wsj.com/articles/fbi-probes-drones-sighted-by-pilots-landing-at-jfk-airport-in-new-york-city-1416511819
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/us-passenger-jet-near-miss-drone-near-new-york-laguardia-airport-1503553
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/us-passenger-jet-near-miss-drone-near-new-york-laguardia-airport-1503553
http://www.pentictonherald.ca/business_news/national_business/article_e03245a6-4bbc-5716-9c28-a295a78477bb.html
http://www.pentictonherald.ca/business_news/national_business/article_e03245a6-4bbc-5716-9c28-a295a78477bb.html
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 April 2015 - Dallas, USA - Drone flies above landing airplane 

Authorities say a pilot reported that a drone flew above an 
airplane trying to land at Dallas Love Field Tuesday night 
(April 29, 2015). 
Dallas police said they flew their Air One helicopter near the 
area to find the drone and tweeted a photo at about midnight.  
The drone was about 600 feet off the ground, according to 
Dallas police, which was high enough the be "above the plane 
as it landed," as the pilot initially reported. 
http://www.nbcdfw.com/news/local/Drone-Flies-Above-Landing-Airplane-Dallas-Police-
301664531.html 
 

 November 2014 - Pennsylvania, USA - Medical transport helicopter avoids mid-air 
collision with a drone 

A pilot of a medical transport helicopter narrowly avoided a collision 
with an unmanned drone near a Pennsylvania airport. A Life Flight 
helicopter was crossing over the Schuylkill County Joe Zerbey 
Airport, about 50 miles west of Allentown, when it nearly crossed 
paths with a drone flying in the same airspace. WBRE reports the 
drone was operating about 1000 feet above the ground at the time 
of the incident, though it did not describe how the helicopter evaded 

the unmanned aircraft. The FAA is investigating the incident. 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2845618/Medical-transport-helicopter-narrowly-
dodges-mid-air-collision-unmanned-drone-Pennsylvania.html 
 

 July 2014 - New York, USA - Drone near miss with NYPD helicopter 

The New York Police Department (NYPD) alleges that a small 
drone nearly collided with a police helicopter over the George 
Washington Bridge on Monday.  According to the Associated 
Press (via ABC), the drone “came within 800 feet of a police 
helicopter.”  

The drone continued to circle the bridge, forcing the chopper to 
change course to avoid it. 

The New York City Police Department (NYPD) notified the FAA that one of its helicopters 
observed a small Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) flying near the George Washington 
Bridge (GWB). The helicopter pilot reported that the UAS was flying up to an altitude of 
2,000 feet. The NYPD told the FAA that it apprehended the UAS pilot and confiscated the 
UAS. The FAA is looking into the incident. 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/gregorymcneal/2014/07/08/two-drones-nearly-collide-with-nypd-
helicopter-operators-arrested/  

 May 2014 - Florida, USA - Drone, jetliner (CRJ-200) nearly collided 

A pilot reported seeing a small, remote-control aircraft very 
close to his plane while preparing to land at Tallahassee 
Regional Airport, said Jim Williams, manager of the FAA's 
Unmanned Aircraft System Integration Office. 

"The pilot said that the UAS was so close to his jet that he was 
sure he had collided with it," Williams said. "Thankfully, 
inspection to the airliner after landing found no damage. But 

this may not always be the case." 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001w8tgI_wASCixaHUewHZFwK2GwBOHMmROqFeYZor0B1wFe6SSnwirbHnO6bRZjYogdkpfzUBirwT3VW_tewAfqyE27XaUtyYDqM4WCSQjxGkCH8ottbaa2xlPLdU3T10DuEh2yLZRpJB8EVg4roHTXzCjLeJR1O3TkIHdCVAtVa7DAbaComqUySY5nRZHqucWQoV8YNIb29LpqOqF5cqHz1H1Hgk9TXsgNe4NnvscaWkdwM70hwDwG2nlzeKNLN5LJwZOryH0wN624Y9bnG68Sw==&c=rjc5xdeW_k0lBKR2OLPnfpKPBukvJrKk6--nVXqwkpuC4xx5jwfF_Q==&ch=6aY48dJ7Tj5JGoJyKyRWZ7DVIrZGU2bQ1tBOjxyuL8j7cjhU9etEHA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001w8tgI_wASCixaHUewHZFwK2GwBOHMmROqFeYZor0B1wFe6SSnwirbHnO6bRZjYogdkpfzUBirwT3VW_tewAfqyE27XaUtyYDqM4WCSQjxGkCH8ottbaa2xlPLdU3T10DuEh2yLZRpJB8EVg4roHTXzCjLeJR1O3TkIHdCVAtVa7DAbaComqUySY5nRZHqucWQoV8YNIb29LpqOqF5cqHz1H1Hgk9TXsgNe4NnvscaWkdwM70hwDwG2nlzeKNLN5LJwZOryH0wN624Y9bnG68Sw==&c=rjc5xdeW_k0lBKR2OLPnfpKPBukvJrKk6--nVXqwkpuC4xx5jwfF_Q==&ch=6aY48dJ7Tj5JGoJyKyRWZ7DVIrZGU2bQ1tBOjxyuL8j7cjhU9etEHA==
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2845618/Medical-transport-helicopter-narrowly-dodges-mid-air-collision-unmanned-drone-Pennsylvania.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2845618/Medical-transport-helicopter-narrowly-dodges-mid-air-collision-unmanned-drone-Pennsylvania.html
http://www.forbes.com/sites/gregorymcneal/2014/07/08/two-drones-nearly-collide-with-nypd-helicopter-operators-arrested/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/gregorymcneal/2014/07/08/two-drones-nearly-collide-with-nypd-helicopter-operators-arrested/
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According to the FAA, the incident took place on March 22 2014 and involved as U.S. 
Airways Flight 4650 going from Charlotte, North Carolina, to Tallahassee. Flightaware.com 
lists that flight as a CRJ-200, with a capacity for 50 passengers. 

http://time.com/95009/jet-drone-collided/  

 
 April 2014 - Ohio, USA - Drone hinders emergency helicopter landing 

An Ohio man is facing charges after deputies say a video camera-
equipped drone he was flying over an accident scene hindered 
the landing of a medical helicopter. 

The Clark County Sheriff’s Office said the drone pilot several 
times refused to stop flying his drone while the helicopter was 
preparing to land. He is facing a felony charge of obstructing 

official business, and misdemeanor charges of misconduct at an emergency and disorderly 
conduct.  

The helicopter was able to land and depart safely from the scene. 

http://wkbn.com/2014/04/15/drone-hinders-emergency-helicopter-landing/  

 

 July 2013 - Virginia, USA - Drone crashes into Virginia Bull Run crowd 

An aerial drone crashed into the stands at a public event 
in Virginia.  

A drone crashed into the grandstand at Virginia 
Motorsports Park during the Great Bull Run. Supposedly 
four or five people suffered minor injuries. They were 
treated by medical personnel at the event, and none was 
taken to a hospital, Knott said.  

A Richmond area television station, WTVR-Channel 6, said the drone was being used to 
capture video of the event, though it was not operated by or recording for WTVR-TV. 

In video posted on the station’s Web site, the drone was seen hovering above the stands. It 
appeared to be about four feet in diameter and reminiscent of a spider, with numerous 
appendages projecting from a central core. Then, it suddenly dipped and fell into the midst 
of about a dozen spectators.  

http://www.washingtonpost.com/local/drone-crashes-into-virginia-bull-run-

crowd/2013/08/26/424e0b9e-0e00-11e3-85b6-d27422650fd5_story.html 

 
 November 2014 - Vancouver, Canada - Drone video on airport approach 

Transport Canada and the RCMP are 
investigating after a video apparently showed a 
drone flying too close to a plane near the 
Vancouver airport (YVR). 

The video, which was posted to YouTube by 
user Quadrotor Dragonfly on Nov. 4, 2013, 
shows the plane, from what looks like a similar 

altitude as the drone, as the aircraft approaches the runway. 

A local newspaper came across the video and posted it, prompting the investigation.  

http://time.com/95009/jet-drone-collided/
http://wkbn.com/2014/04/15/drone-hinders-emergency-helicopter-landing/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/local/drone-crashes-into-virginia-bull-run-crowd/2013/08/26/424e0b9e-0e00-11e3-85b6-d27422650fd5_story.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/local/drone-crashes-into-virginia-bull-run-crowd/2013/08/26/424e0b9e-0e00-11e3-85b6-d27422650fd5_story.html
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The YVR incident caught the authorities by surprise. "We have been working with the RCMP 
to determine the operator's identity," Transport Canada spokesman Rod Nelson told CTV 
News. 

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CFCqUixsiMM  

http://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/very-dangerous-situation-drone-flies-over-vancouver-airport-
runway-1.1895433  

 
 November 2014 - Sao Paulo, Brazil - Drones fly mannequins to advertise shopping 

deals 

The Brazilian National Civil Aviation Agency (ANAC) and the Air 
Force are investigating irregularities in a marketing program 
developed by a clothing brand in Vila Olimpia, south of São Paulo, 
with drones that carried giant mannequins on a residential area, 
something forbidden according to Brazilian legislation. 

The case occurred in November 2014 when, to promote deals of 
Black Friday, the Camisaria Colombo developed what he called 

“unprecedented action” that combined “technology and creativity” means a “parade on high” 
with giant dummies attached to the drones model octopus (with rotating metal propellers) 
flying with deals between commercial buildings.  

Brazil has no regulations on the commercial use of drones and not a unified standard on the 
subject, but there are rules determined by the Anac and the Department of Airspace Control 
(Decea), the Air Force, which totally prohibit flying over Brazilian cities. 

http://www.thestar.com.my/Tech/Tech-News/2014/11/28/Drones-fly-mannequins-around-
Sao-Paulo-to-advertise-shopping-deals/  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CFCqUixsiMM
http://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/very-dangerous-situation-drone-flies-over-vancouver-airport-runway-1.1895433
http://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/very-dangerous-situation-drone-flies-over-vancouver-airport-runway-1.1895433
http://www.thestar.com.my/Tech/Tech-News/2014/11/28/Drones-fly-mannequins-around-Sao-Paulo-to-advertise-shopping-deals/
http://www.thestar.com.my/Tech/Tech-News/2014/11/28/Drones-fly-mannequins-around-Sao-Paulo-to-advertise-shopping-deals/
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 AFRICA 
 

 April 2015 - Johannesburg, South Africa - Drone cuts short Silver Falcons display at 
Rand Show 

An unauthorized drone cut short a Silver Falcon aerobatic display at the Rand Show in 
Johannesburg in April 2015. 

A man launched his drone to take aerial photos while the South African Air Force’s Silver 
Falcon team was busy with its routine above the Nasrec showground. 

Air show commentator Brian Emmenis said the Silver Falcons ended the display shortly 
afterwards, while the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) had been informed about the incident. 

It is illegal to fly drones in South Africa without authorization. The drone was reportedly flying 
higher than 200 feet (60 meters). 

http://www.suasnews.com/2015/04/35093/south-africa-drone-cuts-short-silver-falcons-
display-at-rand-show/  

 

 October 2014 - Diori Hamani International airport, Niger - US Reaper drone crashes at 
Niger airport 

An American drone, unarmed MQ-9 Reaper, crashed into the 
runway at Niger’s main international airport in October 2014 
damaging it and shutting the facility down for hours.  There were 
no casualties or injuries.  

The crash occurred in the early morning around 3:40 am at Diori 
Hamani International airport, and the runway was closed for nearly 
nine hours to enable crews to repair the damage. Multiple accidents involving drones have 
been reported in Africa since 2011. In 2012, a suspected drone fell out of the sky into a 
refugee camp in Somalia. 

http://www.rt.com/news/197668-drone-crash-niger-airport/  

 

 ASIA 

 January 2015 - Dubai - Drone disrupts operations at Dubai International 

Air traffic into and out of Dubai International Airport was halted 
for almost an hour due to members of the public flying 
recreational unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) in Dubai 
terminal airspace. 

State-owned Emirates News Agency (WAM) reported that the 
decision to suspend aircraft movements was taken by tower 
controllers at 15.00 local time on Friday 23rd January 2015 
and inbound flights were diverted to Dubai Al Maktoum 

Airport. The airspace closure was lifted 55 minutes later.  

Dubai Civil Aviation Authority (DCAA) Director General Mohammed Abdulla Ahli said the 
flying of UAVs so close to the airport was irresponsible and warned legal action would be 
taken against offenders because of the safety threat to air navigation. 

http://www.arabiangazette.com/drones-disrupt-dubai-airport-operations-20150123/  

http://www.suasnews.com/2015/04/35093/south-africa-drone-cuts-short-silver-falcons-display-at-rand-show/
http://www.suasnews.com/2015/04/35093/south-africa-drone-cuts-short-silver-falcons-display-at-rand-show/
http://www.rt.com/news/197668-drone-crash-niger-airport/
http://www.arabiangazette.com/drones-disrupt-dubai-airport-operations-20150123/
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 December 2013 - Beijing, China - Drone shot down in Beijing suburb, operators 
charged 

Three people have been charged with involuntarily 
endangering public security by flying drones for surveying and 
mapping, according to a recent report in People's Liberation 
Army Daily.  

The drone forced several commercial airliners to alter their 
paths or delay their flights before it was shot down by air 
force.  

The incident happened on Dec. 29, 2013, when the military radar detected an air emergency 
near an airport in Beijing suburb. Air force commander immediately ordered several 
regiments of an air division and ground-to-air missiles to be combat ready. The object was 
identified as a white drone.  

After being shot, the drone fell in Beijing's northeastern Pinggu district, where the 
investigators found three operators and a vehicle. The aircraft turned out to belong to a 
Beijing-based technology company, which didn't submit a request to aviation and air force 
authorities beforehand, the report said.  

http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2014-12/16/content_19099308.htm  

 2004 - Afghanistan - German drone almost collided with an Airbus 
Nine years ago a German drone nearly collided with a passenger plane over Afghanistan. 
The classified drone camera footage drew public attention after the German defense 

ministry scrapped a drone program for its lack of anti-collision 
technology. 

Footage taken by an EMT Luna X-2000 reconnaissance 
drone as it passed mere meters under the left wing of an 
Airbus A300 passenger plane surfaced on YouTube several 
years ago. After the encounter, the drone was caught in the 

plane’s wake turbulence, lost control, and crashed over the Afghan capital Kabul.  

The Ariana Afghan Airlines plane was carrying about 100 people on board. 

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_NOar22TX2k  

http://www.rt.com/news/luna-drone-near-collision-188/  

 

 AUSTRALIA 

 August 2015 - Australia - Eagle swats drone out of sky 

While drones have soared in popularity, their place in the animal 
kingdom remains at the bottom of the food chain. 

The latest evidence: a large wedge-tailed eagle knocks his 
camera-toting drone out of the sky. 

This is hardly the first time birds have attacked drones in the wild. 
Last summer (2014), the U.S. Forest Service banned drones from national parks, citing in 
part the dangers of drones disturbing nesting birds, and the risk to the birds themselves 
when they attack quadcopters.  

While it appears the eagle in this case is okay, drones could still hurt birds. "Eagle is fine," 
videographer Adam Lancaster wrote on the video description of the dramatic encounter. 

http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2014-12/16/content_19099308.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_NOar22TX2k
http://www.rt.com/news/luna-drone-near-collision-188/
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The eagle-drone clash comes four months after a chimpanzee destroyed an invading drone 
at a Dutch Zoo. 

http://www.cbsnews.com/news/eagle-swats-drone-out-of-sky-australia-dramatic-video/  

 November 2014 - Australia - Firefighting helicopters to be grounded if drones spotted 
in bushfire areas 

During large, out-of-control bushfires in Australia firefighters rely on 
water-bombing helicopters which will have to be grounded if a drone 
is spotted nearby, authorities say. 

Superintendent Anthony Ferguson from the New South Wales Rural 
Fire Service's (RFS) State Air Desk said firefighting pilots nationwide 
were concerned. 

Current regulations are that drones have to be 30 metres away from 
people, they are not be used in built-up areas, not to exceed 400 feet 
in height and not be flown in controlled air space, but there is no law 
against flying near bushfires. 

Australia's aerial firefighters have sent a submission to CASA calling for the law to be 
amended to include a three to five nautical mile exclusion zone around a bushfire. CASA is 
considering that submission. 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-11-09/firefighting-helicopters-to-be-grounded-if-drones-
spotted/5877586  

 
 

* * * 
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